
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE: 
THE ULTIMATE WEAPON AGAINST 
PRODUCTION OUTAGES? 

 
“Variable speed drive preventative maintenance can reduce 

maintenance costs by up to 30% over the lifetime of your 
machine.” 

 

    WHITE PAPER 
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THE VARIABLE  
SPEED DRIVE, 

A COMPLEX TOOL 



A VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE, 

4 EXPERT IN MOTION TECHNOLOGY 

 

 

WHAT IS IT? 
Industrial processes requiring precise speed regulation initially used direct current (DC) engines 
controlled by solid-state electrical drives. This technique consisted of varying the speed in proportion 
to the voltage. However, given the complexity of maintaining DC motors, recent applications rarely use 
this system… 

 

The high-speed electronic variable speed drive belongs to 
the family of drives whose electric motor is generally 
asynchronous and sometimes continuous, with a non-
intelligent drive of a power generally greater than 150 KW or 
200 KW. 

 
It consists of an electric motor, a user interface and a 
controller. In the case of incoming alternating voltage, the 
controller makes it possible to modulate the phase and the 
amplitude, as required. 

 
If the incoming voltage is continuous then the drive will 
only be equipped with an inverter. 
In order to transmit the voltage or current setting, the most 
common method is pulse width modulation (PWM). The PWM 
then operates an algorithm such as the spatial vector 
method in order to produce the AC voltage from a DC voltage. 

 
Performance is greatly improved by a control electronics 
using flux vector control. Most modern drives incorporate this 
function as standard. Knowing or being able to estimate 
machine parameters makes it possible to do without a 
speed sensor for most applications. 
In this case, a standard motor can be used, with the usual 
limitation of prolonged operation at low speed. 

 
However, all variable speed drives integrating switching 
devices (diodes, thyristors, IGBT, etc.) form a non-linear load 
which generates harmonic currents that cause wave 
distortion (voltage drop or disruption) in the electrical 
network. 

This wave distortion can disrupt both the customer’s 
electrical equipment and those of the electricity network if no 
immunity measures are taken. Harmonic resonances may 
also appear between the variable speed drives and the 
capacitor banks. 

 
 
 

With advances in power electronics, drives 
are becoming cheaper and smaller. 

 
This improves engine performance and 
helps reduce the energy cost of a product. 
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VARIABLE SPEED  
DRIVE COMPONENTS 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Its complexity and the number of possible deviations requires the involvement of experts who are 
skilled in the measurement, analysis and repair of each of the control points. 

 
POWER COMPONENTS ELECTRICAL CAPACITY 

 

The aim of power electronics is to change the introduction of 
electrical energy with maximum efficiency. Changing the 
introduction of electrical energy means that: 

 
• we transform the DC into AC using inverters, 

 
• the effective value of an AC voltage is changed using 

sliding gears, 
 

• the average value of a DC voltage is changed using a 
braking chopper, 

 
• the frequency of an AC voltage is changed using a 

cycloconverter. 
 

Power electronics intended to work at maximum efficiency 
can only be switching electronics where the components 
operate exclusively on open or closed switches. 

 
Frequency: RARE 

 
Occurrence: Auto-conduction problem with the thyristor 
bridge, over-current tripping, power component breakdown. 

 
In situ checks: The signature analysis gives a view of the 
resistive leak in the junctions. Then checking the impedance 
analysis under 1,000v gives the characteristic value of the 
components. A thermo-camera view (depending on access) 
makes it possible to check the series resistance of the 
components. 

The capacity is the amount of electrical load carried by a 
driver for a given electrical potential. 

 
Frequency: GREAT 

 
Occurrence: Regulation stability problem, IGBT opening 
problem, power supply stability problem. 

 
In situ checks: Signature analysis gives a view of the 
resistive leak of the component. This analysis is carried out 
at different frequencies, with a maximum operating voltage 
of 15v. 

 
 

THE HALL EFFECT CURRENT 
SENSOR 

The Hall Effect Current Sensor is a current sensor that uses 
the Hall effect to produce a voltage that is the exact image 
(with a known proportionality factor) of the current to be 
measured or viewed. 

 
Frequency: AVERAGE 

 
Occurrence: Problem of regulation stability of the current 
loop, over-current tripping, power component breakdown. 

 
In situ checks: Signature analysis gives a view of the 
resistive leak of the component. We also check the linearity 
of the power supply component. 
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VARIABLE SPEED  
DRIVE COMPONENTS 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE DC BUS 
 

Allows the transmission of data between components 
involved in the correct operation of the frequency inverter. 

 
Frequency: RARE 

 
Occurrence: over- or under-voltage problem, large transient 
state, over-current tripping, breakdown of power 
components. 

 
In situ checks: We also check the impedance analysis below 
2000 v of the characteristic value of the components, as well 
as their restoration rates. 

 
 

  LOGICAL COMPONENTS 

Programmable logic networks are circuits made up of many 
elementary logic cells that can be freely assembled. These 
are either permanently connected or reversible by 
programming, in order to perform the desired digital 
function(s). The benefit is that the same chip can be used in 
many different electronics systems. 

 
Frequency: RARE 

 
Occurrence: Over- or under-voltage problem, large transient 
state, over-current tripping, breakdown of power 
components. 

 
Controls: we also check the components impedance analysis 
under 25v by signature analysis.
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COMPARISON CHART 
 

 

 

COMPARATIVE ENERGY PERFORMANCE TABLE 
FOR AN ASYNCHRONE MOTOR WITH AND WITHOUT A VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE 

 
 

ASYNCHRONOUS ENGINE WITHOUT  
VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE 

WITH  
VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE 

 
START CURRENT 

Very strong (6 to 8 times the nominal 
current in rms value, 15 to 20 times in 
peak value) 

Limited in the engine (approximately 1.5 
times the nominal value) 

START TORQUE Strong and uncontrolled (approximately 
2 to 3 times the nominal torque Cn) 

Around 1.5 times the nominal torque Cn 
and checked throughout the acceleration 

 

START 

Sudden, with the duration dependent 
only on the features of the engine and 
the driven load (resistant torque, 
inertia). 

Progressive and smooth (linear speed 
ramp, in the drive load example) 

 
SPEED 

Slightly variable depending on load 
(close to the synchronous speed (Ns)) 

Possible variation from zero to a value 
greater than the synchronous speed (Ns) 

 
MAXIMUM TORQUE 

High, around 2-3 times the nominal 
torque (Cn) 

High, possible over the whole speed 
range (around 1.5 times the nominal 
torque) 

ELECTRICAL BRAKING Relatively complex, requires protections 
and special breaking pattern 

Easy 

REVERSAL OF DIRECTION OF 
TRAVEL 

Easy only after engine shutdown Easy 

 
RISK OF STALLING 

Yes, in the event of overtorque 
(resistive torque > Cm), or in the event 
of a reduction in voltage and the driven 
load, for example (resistive torque, 
inertia) 

No 
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FAULTS 
VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE 

 

 

 

CAUSES OF BREAKDOWN 

These recurring faults come from the design of the product 
but also from the improper use of components or all types of 
wear and tear, including pollution, oxidation, capacities, DC 
buses and power components. 

 
Effective prevention presupposes isolating all constituent 
parts. In practice, this translates to preventive action 
combined with predictive measures. Any change in the 
properties of the components leads to the change in process. 

 

 

RECURRENCE OF FAULTS 
These data come from DV Group, a European 
expert in the maintenance and repair of high-
power electronic variable speed drives. 

 
 

 

 
Ultimately, this misuse leads to premature ageing of both the 
mechanical and electronic elements. 

 
 

 

CONSEQUENCES OF THESE FAULTS ARE 
AS FOLLOWS: 

1. Significant transitional states… 

2. Vibratory energy generated… 
 

3. Network pollution… 
 

4. Changes to system dynamics... 

 
  

 

Miscellaneous analogue 

Current measuring 
 sensor 

Power  
component 

Electrical capacity 

Logical or  
analogical 
components 

Intermediate 
bus 



 

 

 
 
 
 

JUST-IN-TIME 

AND PRODUCTION 

OUTAGES 



THROUGHPUT MANAGEMENT, 
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A UNIVERSAL ISSUE… 
 
 

The Just-in-Time or “5 zero” is an method of organising 
and managing production specific to the manufacturing 
sector. 

 
Its origins date to the stock problems encountered by 
Japanese shops. which were very small and often only had 
one copy of their product reference. The creator of 
Toyotism, Taiichi Ohno took inspiration from this method and 
applied it in his own plants. 

 
Today, just-in-time management is a issue common to a 
large number of companies in France and around the world… 

 
 

It is driven not by production, but by 
logistics. This implies a great risk of loss of 
turnover if the production unit is shut 
down. However, technical and 
technological solutions exist to reduce the 
probability of critical equipment failing… 

 

 
 
 

60%of French companies employ a JUST-IN-TIME system 

 
75% of CRITICAL MACHINES are equipped with a VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE 

 
82 minutes A PRODUCTION SHUTDOWN is declared every 82 minutes 

 
The COST of production SHUTDOWNS in FRANCE is 5 billion 
euros 
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CONSEQUENCES 
 

 

A PRODUCTION SHUTDOWN 
 
 

Industrial production is dependent on the proper functioning 
of a production chain. Some machines are so important in 
the production process that their failure is said to be 
"critical" as it leads to a total shutdown in production… 
Its consequences can be serious for the entire company, 
and the associated costs can be prohibitive... 
For example, at Nylstar (a manufacturer of nylon thread), a 
60% drop in voltage, in a single phase, for seven hundred 
milliseconds, is all it takes to shutdown production… 

Elsewhere, at a paper mill, a mini-power outage will cause a 
200-metre long tear in the paper. Or at a car manufacturer 
where the breakdown of a press results in thousands of 
euros of net loss per hour. Likewise for a glassworks where 
a furnace breakdown means that the cooled glass has to be 
attacked on the ground with a jackhammer! 

 
There is no shortage of examples and no 
manufacturing sector is immune... 

 
 
 
 
 

    
 

TENSIONS WITHIN THE 
TEAMS 

 

A production shutdown will 
affect the team 
atmosphere, particularly if 
it is the result of human 
error. 
Technicians are also well 
aware that the production 
manager, in response to 
this forced work stoppage, 
will ask his/her teams to 
increase their productivity 
to make up for lost time 
and avoid lowering the 
productivity rate. 

LOSS OF TURNOVER 

 
 

A production shutdown 
also affects the customer, 
as the delay in production 
leads to a delay in the 
product being delivered. 
Specifications will not be 
met, and the customer 
satisfaction rate negatively 
affected. 

LATE DELIVERY 
PENALTIES 

 

A delay in delivery times 
according to the 
specifications results in 
automatic late delivery 
penalties for the 
manufacturer. 

DECREASE IN CUSTOMER 
LOYALTY RATE 

 

Any production shutdown 
leads to a deterioration in 
the overall rate of return 
(ORR). 
This results in a net loss of 
up to tens of thousands of 
euros per hour, depending 
on the type of product. 
Inventory management will 
also be affected. 
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE:  
A SOLUTION 

 

 

TO AVOID FAILURES… 
 
 

According to Afnor (FD X 60-000), “maintenance involves the 
whole range of technical, administrative and management 
actions during the life cycle of an asset. These actions are 
intended to maintain or restore the asset to a state in which 
it can perform the required function”. 

 
In a company, maintenance means carrying out operations 
(troubleshooting, repair, lubrication, inspection, etc.) that 
enable the potential of the equipment to be preserved, 
ensuring the continued efficiency and quality of production. 

 
This difference in vocabulary is not a passing trend, but 
rather signifies the evolution of a concept. The term 
“maintenance” first appeared in the 1950s in the United 
States. In France, we were still talking about “servicing” 
(entretien) at this time. 

 
Gradually, a more positive attitude towards failure is coming 
to light. Lessons must be learned when failures occur, so as 
to better react to future operational difficulties. The term 
“maintenance” replaces the term “servicing”, meaning 
“corrective maintenance”. 

 
To “maintain” mean to intervene under better conditions or to 
apply the different methods in order to optimise the lifecycle 
cost: 

MAINTAINANCE MEANS KNOWLEDGE 

In defining preventive maintenance, we include all preventive 
maintenance checks, inspections and interventions. 
Preventive maintenance is in contrast to the corrective 
maintenance that occurs as a reaction to disturbances or 
events. 

 

Preventive maintenance includes… 
 

- systematic checks or inspections, 
 

- expertise, actions and replacements implemented 
following checks or inspections, 

 
- systematic replacements, 

 
- Conditional maintenance and non-destructive testing 
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE:  
2 POSSIBILTIES… 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

  
 

Systematic preventive maintenance is the pre-established time-
interval check, or a defined number of uses without prior 
checks. 

Conditional preventive maintenance actions (also called 
predictive or early maintenance) involve the repair and 
replacement of the part and/or fluids following a check, and 
analysis of the deterioration indicators. 

 
This type of preventive maintenance does not automatically 
lead to a reaction. It is a function of people’s desire to act or the 
budgetary constraints of the company. The manufacturer must 
then trust in the technician’s diagnosis… 

SYSTEMATIC 
PREVENTIVE 
MAINTENANCE 

CONDITIONAL 
PREVENTIVE 
MAINTENANCE 



 

 

 
 
 
 

THE 3 REASONS FOR 

PREVENTIVE 

MAINTENANCE 



REASON 1: 
ECONOMY 
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The main aim of preventive maintenance is to minimise the 
risk of failure for manufacturing equipment. 

 
It is a response to planned obsolescence and a guarantee 
of improved equipment performance. 

If can be viewed as fundamental and mandatory for critical 
machines, for which: 

 
- Shutdown brings about a production outage or 

regulatory obligations. 
 

- Failure poses a threat to the safety of teams and 
equipment. 

60% 
less FAILURE 

of critical machines 

REDUCE 
COSTS 

3 TIMES LESS 
production 

SHUTDOWNS 

25% 
LESS 

energy used 
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REASON 2:  
PEACE OF MIND 

 

 

 
 
 
 

PLANNING 
 

Planning will make it possible to organise and anticipate production outages. The 
maintenance manager can thus take advantage of the company’s non-productive periods in 
order to involve maintenance teams. 

 
SECURITY 

 

For industrial production that is highly polluted, in particular by dust, the drive, if it is poorly 
maintained, will become clogged, and the probability of fire will increase considerably. 

 
 

ANTICIPATION 
 

Planning and reducing the risk of fire in the plant will lift the pressure on the manager and 
allow him/her more time to optimise production. 

 
 

COHESION 
 

With less breakdowns, teams also experience less stress related to their maintenance roles. 
Teams are blamed less for the cause of the failure, and their work is less disrupted due to 
unexpected breakdowns. 

 
 
 

 

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE  CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE 
 

95% 
 

= 
AVAILABILITY RATE  

 

80% 

 
= 

AVAILABILITY RATE 

average for critical machines  average for critical machines 
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REASON 3:  
OPTIMIZATION 

 

 

 
 
 

1/IMPROVING BUDGET MANAGEMENT 
REDUCTION of 30% in MAINTENANCE costs over the life of the machine 

 
 
 
 
 

2/ RETURN ON INVESTMENT OVER THE LIFE OF THE MACHINE 

25% increase in the LIFE of critical machines 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3/ IMPROVE THE MAINTENANCE MANAGER’S PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
75% increase in the time between 2 breakdowns on critical machines 



 

 

 
 
 
 

3 TIPS FOR 

SUCCESSFUL 

MAINTENANCE 
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THE KEYS TO 
SUCCESS 

 
 

1/ An effective PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE plan... 
 
 
 
 

 
 

2/ An optimal DIAGNOSIS capacity… 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

3/ Field EXPERIENCE… 
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AN EFFECTIVE 
PREVENTATIVE 
MAINTENANCE PLAN... 
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PRE-VISIT VISIT FOLLOW-
UP VISIT 

REPORT 

SURVEY DEPOLLUTION / CHECKS APPROVAL / MEASUREMENT RECOMMENDATION 

THE 4-STEP 
METHOD 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

- Machine survey 
(inspection and 

information gathering) 
 

- Save settings 
 

- Live measurements 
 

- Report recommending 
preventive or corrective 

actions 

 

- Machine survey 
(inspection and 

information gathering) 
 

- Save settings 
 

- Live measurements 
 

- Report recommending 
preventive or corrective 

actions 

 

- Motor drive torque 
check and validation 

 
- Taking current signals and 

voltage on line and motor 
 

- Validation report 

 

- Summary of inspections 
 

- Visual condition 
 

- Statement of 
measurements and 

measurement curves 
 

- Product status 
 

- Conclusions and any 
recommendations 
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AN OPTIMAL 
DIAGNOSTIC CAPACITY 
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THE RLC 
METER 

THE  
DIAGNOSIS 

 
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE BY EXPERT TECHNICIANS…. 
Preventive maintenance of a variable speed drive corresponds to the 4th level of industrial maintenance expertise. Years of 
experience are required to fully master the method and to deal with numerous unforeseen elements, in order to offer an optimal 
service 

 
 

THE AMPEROMETRIC CLAMP AND  MULTIMETER 
 

Measures the intensity of a current 
released into a circuit without 
having to disconnect the circuit to 
insert an ammeter in series 

A device for measuring the 
resistance, inductance and capacity 

of an electronic component. 

A multimeter is a device for measuring 
analogue signals. It has several 
functions (voltmeter, ammeter, 

ohmmeter, circuit-breaker tests for 
both forward and reverse bias) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Used to provide efficient power to 
construction tools and machines. Air 

compressors can be operated by internal 
combustion engines. Their ability to 

pressurise the air allows the electricity to be 
transmitted via pipes or tubes. 

THERMAL CAMERA 

Records the different infra-red radiation (heat 
waves) emitted by the bodies, which vary 

according to their temperature. It reproduces 
the heat stored by a body, or shows the 

thermal flow of a panel due to an anterior 
focal point. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AIR COMPRESSORS 
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FIELD EXPERIENCE 
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DV GROUP: 
EXPERIENCE 

 

 

OVER 50 YEARS 
IN PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 
For 50 years, DV GROUP has been supporting its customers and their industrial changes. 
By increasing our skills and know-how, we have become the sole and preferred point of contact for many industries and 
companies seeking a partner that can guarantee their productivity. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

75 
Expert technicians 

 
 

250 
Preventive maintenance actions on variable speed drives in 2016 

 
 

3,000 
Customers use our preventive maintenance services 
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DV GROUP: 
MULTIBRAND EXPERIENCE 
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DV GROUP: 
MULTI-PROCESS EXPERIENCE 

 

 

AGRO-FOODS 
 

PHARMACEUTICAL 
 
 
AUTOMOTIVE 

 
 
METALLURGY 

 

 
Some of the compressors used to generate cold are equipped with 
electronic variable speed drives, as well as fans, diffusers and air 
extractors. Maintenance is essential to avoid breaking the cold chain, 
which entails a legal obligation to discard production. 

 
 
 

As for the agri-food sector, pharmaceutical companies must comply 
with extremely strict rules regarding the preservation of these 
products, such as the need to keep them cold and avoid variations in 
temperature. Any failure of a cold generating machine directly impacts 
the production volume. 

 
 
 

The automotive industry is one of the sectors most affected by just-in-
time management. A breakdown on a critical machine can have 
catastrophic consequences, leading to a production outage and a net 
loss of several tens of thousands of euros in a few hours... It is thus 
advisable to carry out preventive maintenance on critical machines 
such as the press or the corrective leveller annually in order to avoid a 
production outage. Similarly, preventative maintenance is required for 
solvent-extractor fans with important safety-related issues. 

 
The metallurgy sector also uses high-power variable speed drives for 
certain machines, including: 

- The foundry  
- The rolling mill 
- The winder 
- The lifting bridge 

  PAPER MILL - PLASTICS PROCESSING 
The same maintenance problem can be found in winders capable of 
winding and unwinding long wires in order to gain space. Likewise, the 
extruder in plastics processing to give a defined shape to the material by 
pressure. 



 

 

+33 825 825 826  
contact@

dv- group.com
 

www.dv- group.com
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